
President’s Message 

Veteran to Veteran     

     At our July General Membership Meeting, a member asked a question 

that could very possibly warrant suspending committee reports, and other 

business, for one meeting, to address the single most important issue of the 

best way to help other veterans.  I deferred the answer to a more qualified 

chapter member than myself; however, the fact that I am still thinking about 

the question is worth mentioning.  I can only give you what has helped me 

since I joined Chapter 415, although I believe our true strength as a VVA  

Chapter is the collective wisdom of every single member!   

     (1) I started attending specific meetings to learn about all types of issues related to veterans. Not 

only at our own State Council but other organizations as well.  Legions, VFW’s, LVMAC,  etc. are all great 

sources to expand your knowledge.  We’re all working toward a common goal of improving the quality 

of life for the veteran. 

(2) Pick one issue or area that you might like to learn more about.  Perhaps an area where your own 

disability comes into play.  You will become more knowledgeable for your own benefit and can share 

that knowledge with others who are searching for answers as well. Being the “go-to” guy for a spe-

cific issue at the chapter level can be very valuable. 

(3) Start going to some chapter events or an outreach event in the Valley.  I never talked to or even 

approached a homeless person until Chapter 415 began our outreach. Same holds true for a convict-

ed felon at a maximum security prison.   I now believe it was ignorance more than fear.  You have a 

lot to share with fellow veterans, perhaps more than you realize.   

(4) All of the above led to an enormous networking of knowledgeable people and an expanded con-

tact list of people I can call when I don’t have an answer to the questions veterans are asking.  There 

is comfort knowing that when you don’t have an answer, at least you know where you can go to for 

help.  None of us have all the answers. Even the brightest and best of VSO’s will seek advice. 

     I thank this member for “stirring the pot” and seeking answers to help others. Isn’t that the very es-

sence of what we are here for?  What are your thoughts on improving our chapter internally.  Please 

feel free to give myself, or a Board Member, a call to discuss how we can make our organization better. 

 

           Yours In Service, 

           George 

      

(NJ Rolling Thunder Terry Lee Run) 


